PROVIDE ADEQUATE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Resolution No.: 1-22

WHEREAS: to provide more recreational facilities for Indian youth which are members of USET, and

WHEREAS: various Indian youth seeking an activity, where there are no activities to be had, usually end up vandalizing, consuming alcoholic beverages, and in general "getting in trouble", and

WHEREAS: the establishment of an adequate recreational facility of all tribal reservations would slow down or prevent such delinquent activity, and

WHEREAS: the USET organization, having the knowledge of such recreational funds can be developed in an action as this.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: that the USET-INDIAN YOUTH COUNCIL is seeking better conditions under recreational programs for all USET members.

CERTIFICATION

The USET-INDIAN YOUTH COUNCIL having discussed poor recreational facilities on various reservations agree that this resolution is desperately needed.
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